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Nuclear collisions from 0.3 to 2 GeV/nucleon are studied in a microscopic theory based on
Vlasov's self-consistent mean field and Uehling-Uhlenbeck's two-body collision term which
respects the Pauli principle. The theory explains simultaneously the observed collective flow and
the pion multiplicity and gives their dependence on the nuclear equation of state.

PACS numbers: 25.70.—z

One of the most intriguing motivations for studying
relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions is the unique op-
portunity to explore compressed and excited nuclear
matter in the laboratory. A signature of compression
is the collective sidewards flow predicted theoretically
by nuclear fluid dynamics' and classical microscopic
many-body simulations. Recently, the predicted col-
lective sidewards flow has been observed in high-
multiplicity selected collisions of heavy nuclei.
Another observable compression effect predicted by
fluid dynamics is the dependence of the pion multipli-
city on the nuclear compression energy at high densi-
ties. ~ The pion multiplicities have been measured for
near-central collisions of Ar (0.3—1.8 GeV/nucleon)
+ KC1'
Both data sets present a challenge to microscopic

theories: The flow calculations done with the stan-
dard intranuclear-cascade programs result in for-
ward-peaked angular distributions, in contrast to the
data, and the calculated pion multiplicities drastical-

ly overestimate the experimental yields. These large
discrepancies are surprising in view of the success of
the cascade model in describing inclusive data. It
has been conjectured that the difference between
measured pion yields and cascade predictions is due to
the neglect of compression energy in the cascade ap-
proach and thus may be used to extract the nuclear
equation of state at high densities.
In this Letter we present a microscopic theory which

explains for the first time simultaneously both the ob-
served collective flow and the pion multiplicity and
gives their dependence on the nuclear equation of
state. Our approach is based on Vlasov's equation for
the evolution of the single-particle distribution func-
tion f of a collisionless plasma in a self-consistent
mean potential field supplemented by Uehling-
Uhlenbeck's quantum mechanical extension of
Boltzmann's two-body collision term which respects
the Pauli principle. This extended Boltzmann equation
can be written

Bf 8f9U (n) Bf'
Bt Br r)r Bv

t d p2d pId p2
(27r )' a-v)2[ff'g(1 f I) (1 f2 ) ft—f'2 '(1 f )—(I —f—g) )5'(p +—p2 pl p2

The Vlasov equation is solved by simultaneous nu-
merical integration of the classical equations of motion
of fifteen parallel ensembles of Ap+ ~7- test particles,
which are initially assigned Fermi rnomenta and ran-
dom positions in a sphere of nuclear radius. The
ensemble-averaged phase-space density is computed at
each synchronization time step in a six-dimensional
sphere around each test particle. This ensemble
averaging ' ensures a reasonably smooth single-
particle distribution function f(r, p, t) which is used to
determine the mean field U(n) and the Pauli-blocking
probability (1—f) (1 —f).

Two test particles from a given ensemble may un-
dergo s-wave scattering if they approach each other
within a distance d~ = tr/7r and the resulting final
states are not Pauli blocked. Here o. denotes the ex-
perimental scattering cross section of protons, neu-
trons, and pions. The experimental inelastic-scattering
cross sections are used to calculate pion production
and absorption through the delta resonance.
Three different Skyrme parametrizations have been

chosen to represent the mean field U due to a stiff
(compression constant K = 375 MeV), a medium
(K = 200 MeV), and a supersoft nuclear equation of
state:

U(n) = —124n/no+ 70.5(n/no)2 MeV (K = 375 MeV),

U(n) = —356n/no+303(n/no) MeV (K =200 MeV).

(2a)

(2b)
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§ Although difference between
cascade and BUU with mean 
fields can be 40%, difference 
between stiff and soft EOS 
is much smaller.  

§ No definitive conclusion on
stiffness of nuclear EOS from 
pion yield!



Near-threshold pion production with high energy 
radioactive beams (IBUU)

π- yield is sensitive to the symmetry energy Esym(ρ) since they are mostly produced 
in the neutron-rich region, with softer one giving more π- than stiffer one. Difference 
between ⁄"#

"$ from super soft (x = 1) and super stiff (x = -1) Esym(ρ) is, however, 
only about 30%, which makes it very challenging to determine Esym(ρ) from data 
using transport models.

stiff soft

B. A. Li, PRL 88, 192701 (2002) 
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Fig. 3. (Color online.) The π−/π+ ratio as a function of the neutron/proton ratio of reaction systems for central 40Ca + 40Ca, 96Ru + 96Ru, 96Zr + 96Zr and 197Au + 197Au
collisions at 400A MeV. The results are calculated by different stiffness of the symmetry energy using the ImIBL model with the SM (left panel) and different transport
theories (right panel).

Fig. 4. (Color online.) Excitation functions of the π−/π+ ratio in central 197Au + 197Au collisions for different stiffness of the symmetry energy using the ImIBL model with
the SM (left panel) and different transport theories (right panel).

energies near the π threshold, the π− is more easy to pro-
duce than the π+ in the early stage of the collisions. For the
higher incident energies, the π−/π+ values are only affected by
the symmetry energy because the effects of the fluctuations are
negligible.

We would like to point out that the threshold effects are not
included in the present work. According to the Ref. [14,15], the
threshold effects increase the π− yield through enhancing the pro-
duction of the "− resonances. The in-medium threshold values of
producing π± and π0 production are different because of the dif-
ferent effective Dirac masses of the four isospin states of the "
resonance. In the framework of the RBUU model, the symmetry
energy is related to the ρ- and δ-meson couplings. Because of the
inconsistent treatment of the mean-field potentials in the RBUU
and ImIBL approaches, the predicted dependence of π−/π+ ra-
tio on the symmetry energy is opposite. From the left panel of
Fig. 4 we can see that the π−/π+ yield at lower incident energies
is more sensitive to the symmetry energy and can provide more
information of the symmetry energy, especially at beam energies
smaller than the π threshold. Further experimental works are very
necessary to constrain the symmetry energy and test our findings
here.

In summary, the π production in central heavy ion collisions
at the incident energies from 250 to 1200A MeV is studied in
the framework of the ImIBL model. It is found that the calculated
results of π multiplicity with the SM are close to the experimen-
tal data. The π multiplicity is very sensitive to the fluctuations
at energies smaller than the π threshold. The dependence of the
π−/π+ ratio on N/Z of reaction systems at 400A MeV and the
excitation functions of π−/π+ ratios for central 197Au + 197Au
collisions are compared with the SM, but different stiffness of sym-
metry energy and different transport theories. Our results support
the view of the BUU model that the calculations with the supersoft
symmetry energy approach the FOPI data.
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Conflicting results on symmetry energy from charged pion ratio

IBUU

BL

IQMD

RVUU

-1 < x < 0
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In-medium threshold effect on pion production

§ pn→ pΔ0

Initial-state potential: !" + !$
Final-state potential: !" + !%& = !" +

()
* +

+
*!$

→ difference in initial and final potentials is !$ − !" /3 > 0 in  
neutron-rich matter, which reduces the production threshold 
[Ferini, Colonna, Gaitanos and Di Toro (NPA 762, 147 (2005)]

Also, momenta k3 and k4 of final particles are determined from

So potentials affect both propagation and collisions.  The latter
is not included in essentially all transport models.
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Relativistic Vlasov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck model Ko, NPA 495, 
321 (1989) 

Mean-field potential 

Collisional integral C[f] includes nucleon-nucleon elastic scattering NN → NN based 
on empirical cross sections as well as inelastic scattering NN → NΔ and its inverse 
reaction NΔ → NN using cross sections from the one-boson exchange model of 
Huber and Aichelin [NPA 573, 587 (1994)]

Delta resonances satisfy a similar RVUU equation with mean-field potentials related 
to those of nucleons via their isospin structures in terms of those of nucleons and 
pions.

6

@
@tf + ~v ·rrf �rrH ·rpf = C[f ]

H =
p

m⇤2 + p⇤2 + g!!
0 ± g⇢(⇢3)0

C[f ] = � 1

(2⇡)3

Z Z
dk2dk3

Z
d⌦|v12|

d�

d⌦
�(3)(k1 + k2 � k3 � k4)

⇥ {f(x,k1, t)f(x,k2, t)[1� f(x,k3, t)][1� f(x,k4, t)]

�f(x,k3, t)f(x,k4, t)[1� f(x,k1, t)][1� f(x,k2, t)]}
<latexit sha1_base64="RlVj9rxpbBfIHrJeMnF5jLEz13w=">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</latexit>
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Equilibrium requires !"!# 1 − !& 1 − !' = !"!# 1 − !& (
)

1 −
!' or !"!#= !&!' if fermi statistics is neglected.  Then

Energy conservation 

§ For elastic scatterings ,, → ,,, ,/ → ,/, // → //, 0"+0# = 0& +
0'.  So k3 and k4 are determined from 2" + 2# = 2& + 2', and 
potentials have no effect on collisions.

with 23 = 43
# + 53# and 03 being the potential, implies that 
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Effects of energy conservation on chemical equilibrium in
hot dense symmetric nuclear matter (RVUU with !"#)

Zhang & Ko, PRC 97, 
014910 (2018)

Nucleons, Deltas and pions
in a box at T= 60 MeV,   

$ = 0.24 fm,-,
$/= 0.096 fm,-

§ Including potentials in 
the energy conservation 
during collisions keeps 
correct equilibrium 
distributions.

§ Treating collisions as in 
free space leads to 
equilibrium distributions 
without potential effects. 



Pion production in Au+Au collisions at E = 400 AMeV
and b= 1fm (RVUU) 
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§ Deltas are produced during high density stage and decay to pions as the matter 
expands. 

§ Both effective π- and π+ numbers (including those in Delta resonances change 
only slightly after maximum compression (chemical freeze out), due to 
constancy of entropy per particle [Xu & Ko, PLB 772, 290 (2017)].

Song & Ko, PRC 91, 014901 (2015)
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In-medium threshold effects on π-/π+ ratio

§ In-medium threshold effects increase the total pion yield, the
π-/π+ ratio, and reverse the effect of symmetry energy. 10

L=83 and 98 MeV



Effects of in-medium Delta production cross sections

§ Reproducing the total pion yield requires density-dependent Delta 
production cross section                                                                 , 
similar to those by Larionov and Mosel, NPA 728, 135 (2003) and 
Prassa et al., NPA 789, 311 (2007). 11

�NN!N�(⇢) = �NN!N�(0) exp(�1.65⇢/⇢0)



Pion in nuclear matter

€ 

Π0(ω,k) ≈
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fΔ
mπ
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k 2F 2(k)ρ ω 0

ω 2 −ω 0
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ω 0 ≈
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2mΔ

+mΔ −mN

§ Pion p-wave selfenergy
Brown & Weise, PR 22, 279 (1975)

Including short-range repulsion
through the Migdal parameter 
G’ ~ 0.3

€ 

Πmt (ω,k) =
Π0

mt

1− g'Π0
mt /k 2

§ Leading to a softening of the
pion dispersion relation
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Pion energy in asymmetric nuclear matter 

§ Pion branch is lower in energy and thus more important.
§ π- is lower than π+ and thus expect to enhance the π-/π+ ratio as 

for a softer symmetry energy. 



Pion s-wave interaction in asymmetric nuclear matter
Kaiser & Weise,  PLB 512, 283 (2001)

€ 

Π−(ρn,ρp ) = ρn[TπN
− −TπN

+ ] − ρp[TπN
− +TπN

+ ]+Πrel
- (ρn,ρp ) +Πcor

- (ρn,ρp )

Π+(ρp,ρn ) =Π−(ρn,ρp )

Π0(ρn,ρp ) = −(ρp + ρn )TπN
+ +Πcor

0 (ρn,ρp )
Isospin even and odd πN-scattering matrices extracted from energy
shift and width of 1s level in pionic hydrogen atom 

€ 

TπN
+ ≈1.847fm and TπN

− ≈ −0.045fm
At density ρ=0.165 fm-3 and isospin asymmetry δ=0.2,

€ 

Δm
π − =13.8 MeV, Δm

π + = −1.2 MeV, Δm
π 0

= 6.1MeV,

§ Chiral perturbation theory

14



Beam energy dependence of pion in-medium effect
Xu, Chen, Ko, Li & Ma, PRC 87, 067601 (2013)

§ Pion in-medium effect decreases the π-/π+ ratio, and the effect
is larger at lower collision energies. 15
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Pion potential effects on charged pion ratio
§ Xu & Ko, PRC 81, 024910 (2010); Xu, Chen, Ko, Li & Ma, PRC 87, 

067601 (2013): Thermal model→ Including both pion s- and p-wave 
interactions, which have opposite effects, decreases the π-/π+ ratio.

§ Hong and Danielewicz, PRC 90, 024605 (2014): pBUU→ π-/π +

ratio is insensitive to stiffness of symmetry energy after including      
pion s-wave potential.

§ Guo, Yong, Liu & Zuo, PRC 91, 054616 (2015): IBUU → pion s- and 
p-wave potentials and symmetry potential have opposite effects. (p-
wave potential essentially vanishes in this study because of average 
over the pion and Delta-hole branches.) 

§ Feng, arXiv:1606.01083 [nucl-th]: LQMD → similar to Guo et al. 5

FIG. 6: Pion ratios in central Au+Au collisions, as a func-
tion of beam energy. Data from FOPI collaboration are rep-
resented by filled triangles. The left panel compares predic-
tions from IBUU and ImIQMD models to data. The IBUU
calculations employing sti↵ and soft symmetry energies are
represented there by filled diamonds and filled circles, respec-
tively. The ImIQMD employing sti↵ and soft symmetry en-
ergies are, on the other hand, represented by filled squares
and crosses, respectively. The right panel compares predic-
tions from pBUU model to data. Calculations employing
v2-optimized MF and N⇡-adjusted MF there are represented
there by filled circles and filled squares, respectively. In the
latter calculations, the potential part of symmetry energy is
linear in density.

sity.

S(⇢) = Skin0

✓
⇢

⇢0

◆ 2
3

+ Sint0

✓
⇢

⇢0

◆�

(6)

In the right panel of Fig.6, we compare charged pion
ratios using v2-optimized MF and N⇡-adjusted MF. In
the interaction term, a larger � correspond to sti↵er sym-
metry energy, and a smaller � correspond to softer sym-
metry energy. Here � is taken to be equal to 1. As one
can see, the calculations withN⇡-adjusted MF agree with
FOPI measurements, somewhat better than v2-optimized
MF.

To study the e↵ect of sti↵ness of symmetry energy on
pion ratio, we calculated 197

Au +197
Au collision at im-

pact parameter b < 2 fm, and beam energies of 400 MeV
A and 200 MeV A, with � varying between 0.5 to 2. We
expect to see a stronger e↵ect of the sti↵ness at 200MeV
A, since that energy is closer to the threshold of pion
production in NN interactions. In Fig.7 one can be sur-
prised to find that our results contradict both IBUU and
ImIQMD predictions, since we find no sensitivity of the
ratio of net pion yields to the sti↵ness of symmetry en-
ergy. A possible explanation will be discussed in section
3.3, after we examine charged pion ratios.

Although we find no sensitivity to � in the ratio of
net charged pion yields, we find such a sensitivity in the
pion ratio as a function of energy. Plotted in Fig.8 is the

FIG. 7: Ratio of net charged pion yields in central Au+Au
collisions at 400 MeV A and 200 MeV A, as a function of the
sti↵ness of symmetry energy �, from pBUU calculations using
N⇡-adjusted MF.

FIG. 8: Charged pion ratio in central Au+Au collisions at
200 MeV A, as a function of kinetic energy in center of mass
frame, for di↵erent values of the sti↵ness � of the symmetry
energy, from 0.5 to 2.0.

pion ratio as a function of kinetic energy of the pions in
the center of mass frame. As the figure demonstrates,
at higher kinetic energies, the ratio is higher for softer
symmetry energy and lower for sti↵er symmetry energy.
In [1], Danielewicz pointed out that most pions are pro-
duced in the early stage of collision, where nucleons are
compressed to higher than normal density. In that den-
sity region, a sti↵er symmetry energy tends to push out
more neutrons than a softer symmetry energy, thus lead-
ing to production of fewer ⇡�, and vice versa. The more
energetic pions have a higher chance to leave the system
early, not engaging in charge changing reactions. This
leads us to select out those energetic pions to study the
sensitivity to symmetry energy.
During the collision stage, spectator nucleons will be

shadowing the emitted particles, and early energetic pi-

Xu & Ko

Hong & Danielewicz

Guo et al.
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Charged pion ratio in Au+Au @ 400A MeV

NLρ model: L = 83 MeV

§ Charged pion ratio is increased by threshold effect, reduced by s-wave 
potential, increased by p-wave potential, leading to a somewhat lager ratio 
compared to that without any medium  effects. 

§ Reproducing FOPI data requires a small symmetry energy slope parameter
L comparable with the constraints from nuclear structure and reactions as    
well as neutron star properties. 

Zhang & Ko, PRC 95, 
064904 (2017)



Summary

§ Nuclear symmetry energy affects the π-/π+ ratio in HIC, but effect 
is only 30% between the supersoft and the superstiff, which is 
larger than current uncertainty among transport models.

§ Effect of potentials needs to be included in scattering to ensure 
correct equilibrium pion abundance.

§ In-medium threshold effects increase the total pion yield, the π-/π+ 

ratio, and reverse the effect of symmetry energy.
§ Charged pion ratio is reduced by pion s-wave potential and 

increased by pion p-wave potential.  The net effect is a reduction of 
the ratio if keeping the total pion number unchanged. 

→ Require better theoretical modeling of pion production in HIC to 
extract information on the stiffness of nuclear symmetry energy at
high density from the ratio of charged pions. 

18
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How does the nuclear equation of state 
determined from heavy ion collisions differ
from that for a cold nuclear matter that is
needed for studying the properties of 
neutron stars?

Xu, Carbone, Zhang &ko, arXiv:1904:09669 [nucl-th]

Appendix
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Nuclear equation of state at finite temperature
Carbone, Polls & Rios, PRC 98, 025804 (2018), Green function approach

with chiral NN interactions
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Nuclear equation of state at finite temperature
Wellenhofer, Holt &Kaiser, PRC 92, 015801 (2015), Perturbative approach 

with chiral NN interactions
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VImMDI =
Au⇢n⇢p

⇢0
+

Al

2⇢0
(⇢2n + ⇢2p) +

B

� + 1

⇢�+1

⇢�0

⇥(1� x�2) +
1

⇢0

X

q,q0

Cq,q0

Z Z
d3pd3p0

fq(~r, ~p)fq0(~r, ~p0)

1 + (~p� ~p0)2/⇤2

<latexit sha1_base64="RCo5hWKfW7Y9DeMGR+Fo8SrmGCM=">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</latexit>

Improved isospin- and momentum dependent interaction
Xu, Chen & Li, PRC 91, 014611 (2015)
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Chiral effective theory inspired transport model !BUU 
§ Sk!m* interaction (K0=230 MeV, Esym=31 MeV, L=45.6 MeV)

- Parameters fitted to EOS from 

chiral effective theory and binding 

energies of 7 doubly magic nuclei

- Good description of momentum 

dependence of optical potential

below 600 MeV, dipole polarizability, 

and neutron skin thickness

Zhang, Liam, Holt & Ko, PLB 777, 73 (2018), Zhang & Ko, submitted to PRC
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Nucleon momentum distribution at different temperatures
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Nuclear matter EOS at different temperatures
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Pure neutron matter EOS at different temperatures
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Momentum dependence of nucleon potential in 
nuclear matter at different temperatures 
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Momentum dependence of nucleon potential in 
Pure neutron matter at different temperatures 
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Symmetry energy from kinetic contribution at finite temperature
from self-consistent Green’s function approach 

At ! = 0.16/fm3

§ T=4 MeV, E)*+,-. ≈ 40 − 25 ≈ 15MeV
§ T=10 MeV, E)*+,-. ≈ 42.5 − 30 ≈ 12.5 MeV

Arianna Carbone
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§ Effective interactions with the correct momentum 
dependence of the mean-filed potential can properly describe 
the properties of hot dense nuclear matter and are thus 
suitable for use in transport models to study heavy-ion 
collisions at intermediate energies. 

Conclusions


